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Abstract 
In this paper, we consider Abstract Reduction Systems as the setting where we need to inves- 
tigate order properties of reduction graphs. To this aim, the main tool is the notion of spectrum, 
which captures some essential features of reduction sequences. We show that each spectrum is a 
complete partial order with respect to a suitable information ordering. Then we consider linearly 
ordered spectra. For those of them which are not well-ordered, we obtain a graph-theoretic char- 
acterization in terms of forbidden subgraphs. For well-ordered spectra, we show that they can 
represent all countable successor ordinals. Then, considering constructive ordinals, we address 
the well-known problem of knowing which ordinals are lambda representable (that is for which 
ordinal CL there exists a lambda term T such that a is isomorphic to the spectrum of T). We give 
a partial answer by showing that all successor ordinals CX, with u <GO, are lambda-representable. 
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1. Introduction 
Orders naturally arise in computations and reflect different frameworks, both at a 
syntactical and a semantical level. In fact, they have been used in several contexts in 
Computer Science, e.g. in term rewriting systems (see [6,9, 12, 14, 17, 181). In non- 
deterministic computations, typical of rewriting, suitable orders can be represented by 
means of graphs (see, for instance, [l]). In this paper, we first consider Abstract Re- 
duction Systems as introduced by Klop in [ 121, which include, in particular, all kinds 
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of rewriting. In this general setting, we study order properties of reduction graphs. To 
this aim, spectra are used (see [12,18]), since they turn out to be a necessary tool for 
the following purposes: 
l to eliminate cycles (so getting the condensed reduction graphs); 
l to take into account also infinite reduction sequences; 
l to identify reduction sequences which are, roughly speaking, mutually cofinal. 
With the aid of these notions, we are able to distinguish, say, among linear and well- 
ordered spectra. 
Section 2 contains fundamental notions on reduction graphs, condensed reduction 
graphs and spectra. Moreover, it contains the basic fact that each spectrum is a complete 
partial order which is the completion of the partial order associated to the condensed 
reduction graph. We make use of the proof in [18] which actually works in the ARS 
setting, although given for the I/5calculus. 
In Section 3 other order properties of spectra of Abstract Reduction Systems are 
investigated. We prove that: 
(1) linearly ordered, not well-founded spectra can be characterized graph-theoretically 
in terms of forbidden subgraphs; 
(2) well-ordered spectra represent exactly all countable successor ordinals. 
In that section we somewhere make use of examples from a particular Term Rewrit- 
ing System, namely the untyped A-calculus. In Section 4 we focus on such a Term 
Rewriting System, and address the open problem on lambda-representability of ordi- 
nals, [18,7,8], that is for which ordinals cc there exists a lambda term T such that 
c( is isomorphic to the spectrum of T. We give a partial answer by showing that all 
successor ordinals CC, with a < ~0, are lambda-representable. Section 4 is more technical 
in nature and devoted to readers interested on lambda-representability of ordinals. 
2. Notations and preliminary notions 
We assume the reader is acquainted with the terminology of rewriting and in partic- 
ular of LB-calculus (see [2]). The usual notions on ordered structures are also assumed 
(see e.g. [5]). 
Abstract Reduction Systems are defined as follows (see [ 121 for further investigations). 
Definition 1 (Abstract reduction system). An Abstract reduction system (ARS) is a 
structure 
&=(A,+) 
where A is a countable set and + CA x A is a relation named reduction, whose re- 
flexive and transitive closure is denoted by -+*. 
We stress that our definition of ARS, unlike the one in [12], is constrained to the 
countability of A. Moreover, as in [12], an ARS can be also defined as having finite 
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Fig. 1. The Hindley graph. 
many distinct reduction relations. Elements of A are noted by a, b, . . . . We say that 
a reduces to b in case a -+* b and we call b a reduct of a. Convertibility is noted 
by = and identity by =. Following [2,12, 181, for every a EA, we consider the rooted 
digraph associated to a whose nodes are labelled by elements b EA that are reducts 
of a. 
Definition 2. Let a be an arbitrary element of an ARS. The reduction graph G(a) of 
a is the ARS (A,, -,), where A, = {b: a +* b} and da is the restriction of ---t to A,. 
A reduction graph can be a very complicated structure. In fact, from the order 
theoretic point of view it is simply a preorder with respect to < such that ad b if and 
only if a A* b. 
Several examples of reduction graphs can be found in [ 12,131. Here we draw in 
Fig. 1 the well known reduction graph of Hindley (which shows that the Weak Church- 
Rosser property does not imply the Church-Rosser property). 
In the above graph, as well as in all the others in this paper, we distinguish the 
root node by a l and we often omit labels. Moreover we will freely say graphs for 
reduction graphs. 
Definition 3 (Condensed reduction graph). Let b,c E G(a). Define first that b and L’ 
are cyclic equivalent, notation b N c, if c +* b and b -+* c. 
The plane of b, b/ N, is the equivalence class b belongs to, i.e. the set of all c in 
G(a) which are cyclic equivalent to b. 
The condensed reduction graph of a E A, notation Go(a), is the rooted directed graph 
whose nodes are planes, labelled by the set of elements of the plane or by whatever 
element of the plane assumed as its representative element, and with arcs --) defined 
as follows: 
bl ~4 dl N if there exists c E b/ - and c’ E d/ - such that c -+ c’ and b N d does 
not hold. 
It is easily seen that the reduction relation between equivalence classes is well de- 
fined. 
As an example, Fig. 2 displays the condensed reduction graph of the Hindley graph. 
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Fig. 2. The condensed Hindley graph. 
It is clear that the notion of condensed reduction graph makes the information content 
of a G(a) more essential from the order-theoretic point of view, since it is a partial 
order with respect to d. 
In the sequel, we assume that all reduction graphs we consider are condensed, if 
not otherwise stated. We use the simpler notation G(a) instead of Go(a) whenever 
possible. 
Moreover, we need the following well-known notion from general graph theory (see 
[191)- 
Definition 4. Graphs G and G’ are said to be homeomorphic if and only if there exists 
a graph G” such that both G and G’ can be obtained from G” by inserting new nodes 
of degree two into arcs of G”. 
Now we pass to consider spectra of ARSs. Whilst in a reduction graph finite reduc- 
tions only are considered, in a spectrum infinite countable reductions are also taken into 
account. The notion of spectrum assumed here for an ARS is essentially the one in [ 181 
for the @-calculus, which was inspired by the one in [2] where maximal (under the 
assumed ordering) reductions only are considered. A related, but different, definition is 
given in [14]. 
Definition 5 (Reduction). A reduction D is a finite or infinite sequence 
Now we define a preorder on reductions. 
Definition 6. Let D, D’ be reductions. We set: 
l D < D’ if every node in D reduces to some node in D’. 
l DPD’ ifD<D’ and D’<D. 
l Letfi={D’:D’pD}. 
_ * 
We put D1 < D2 iff DI < D2. 
The relation 4 between equivalence classes is easily seen to be well defined. 
Definition 7. A reduction D is in G(a) for some a if its first node is the root a. 
Definition 8 (Cojinality). A reduction D in G(a) is cojinal in G(a) if D’ 4 D for every 
D’ in G(a). 
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In particular, in the presence of the Church-Rosser property, if a has a normal form 
then every reduction to the normal form is cofinal. 
Definition 9 (Spectrum). Let a EA. Let Red(a) be the set of all reductions starting 
from a. The spectrum of a, notation Spec(a), is (&(a), <), where &(a) = {fi : D E 
Red(u)}. 
Spectra are essential to formulate order relationships between reductions. The next 
theorem states that a spectrum is always a cpo. In the proof of this theorem we use the 
following known result (see for instance [5, p. 541). Recall ([5, p. 421) that a subset 
P of a cpo Q is said to be join-dense in case for every a E P there exists a subset S 
of P such that a = sups. 
Lemma 10. A partial order with a countable join-dense subset is a cpo if and only 
if every countable chain has a sup. 
Remark 11. The previous lemma applies to spectra since equivalence classes of finite 
reductions do give rise to a countable join-dense subset. 
Theorem 12. Let a be an arbitrary element of an ARS. Then Spec(u) is a cpo. 
Proof. See [ 181. It follows from the definition that (RGd(u), <) is a partial ordering. 
In order to relate Spec(u) to Go(a), as in [18], we define the w-completion of Go(u), 
notation Go(u), by using the construction and the notation in [3]. To this aim we need 
the following notions: 
l the set Ch(u) of o-chains in the partial order (G’(u), +), with typical elements C, 
C’; 
l the ordering C: defined as 
- C L C’ if every node in C ‘reduces’ to some node in C’; 
- C=C’ if C L C’ and C’ L C. Let C/r={C’: C’=C}. 
- Go(u) = {C/ E : C E Ch(a)}. 
Let us still use 5 for the partial ordering induced on Go(u) by the partial ordering 
on Ch(u). 
We prove the theorem by showing that 
(1) Go(a) is a cpo, i.e. a partial order where all L-chains have a sup; 
(2) Spec(u) is isomorphic, as a partially ordered structure, to Go(u). 
To prove the first point, let us consider an C-chain CO !& Ci E C2 . . . . Choose an ar- 
bitrary no > 0. Consider the initial segment C&,, of length no of chain Ci, with 0 < i <no. 
By the definition of the ordering between chains, we have in C,,,,+i an initial segment 
C no+i,m of length m, for some m > no, which dominates all the Ci,n,,. Let a,, be the 
last element in Cno+i,m. So whatever the reduction ends in, uno dominates all the Ci,,,. 
Assume a,, to be the first element of the chain to be constructed as the sup, with 
respect to L. Take m as nl. Repeat the previous argument with ni in place of no. We 
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Fig. 3. The first two ‘dominant’ elements. 
thus get a sequence of elements: 
a no,an,,... 
Observe that a,,, +* a,,,,, so that 
C* : a +* ano -i* a,, +* . , . 
is the required sup. Fig. 3 gives an insight of the diagonalization we make use of. 
To prove the second point, observe that every reduction D in G(a) is naturally 
associated to an o-chain Co in Go(a) by collapsing points of the same plane and 
possibly by repeating the last plane o-times. Then define cp: Spec(a) -+ Go(a) by 
q(D) = Co/ E. The proof that cp is indeed an order-preserving isomorphism is standard 
and so it is left to the reader. 0 
Notice that a direct proof of Theorem 12 can be obtained from the proof we have 
given since one can arrange the argument of the sup construction to work directly on 
(equivalence classes of) reductions. Nevertheless we prefer the given proof because 
from it we immediately obtain the following noteworthy fact: 
Corollary 13. For every a, G(a) and Go(a) have isomorphic spectra. 
Notice that in Spec(a) the empty reduction is the bottom element. For what concerns 
the existence of the maximum, we have the following result (analogous to 5.14 in [ 121). 
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Proposition 14. Spec(a) has the maximum element if and only if the condensed re- 
duction graph Go(a) is Church-Rosser. 
Proof. The proof follows from the fact that the maximum is composed of cofinal 
reductions, if any, and from the equivalence, for countable AR%, of the Church-Rosser 
property and the cofinality property. 0 
3. Order properties of spectra 
In this section we investigate other order properties of spectra. We first consider 
linear non-well-founded spectra and then well-ordered spectra. 
3. I. Linearly ordered spectra 
We recall (see [ 151) that a linear order is an order under which all elements are 
comparable; a linear order is well-ordered in case there is no infinite descending chain. 
We observe first that linearly ordered spectra can be characterized as follows. 
Definition 15. Go(a) contains the condensed Hindley Graph in case it has a subgraph 
G homeomorphic to the one in Fig. 2 and the two nodes in G, corresponding to the 
leaves in the Figure, are such that neither of them reduces to the other. 
We recall that the notion of homeomorphic graphs has been given in Definition 4. 
Proposition 16. Spec(a) is linearly ordered if and only if Go(a) does not contain the 
condensed Hindley Graph. 
Proof. Assume that Go(a) contains the condensed Hindley graph. Consider the deriva- 
tions D and D’, from the root of Go(a), which correspond, via the homeomorphism, 
to the two arcs from the root to the leaves in the condensed Hindley graph. Within 
Spec(a), the corresponding equivalence classes are not comparable under the order =$. 
Conversely, if Spec(a) is not linearly ordered, then there exist two finite not com- 
parable reductions D and D’. There must exist one last node aH common to D and D’. 
The final segments of D and D’ starting from aH gives rise to a subgraph of Go(a) 
which is easily seen to be homeomorphic to the condensed Hindley graph. 0 
3.2. Non-well-founded spectra 
For linear and non-well-founded spectra, we have two basic examples whose reduc- 
tion graphs are the following. 
(1) Finite branching - Let Gr be the graph in Fig. 4, where o stands for a limit node. 
(2) Not jinite branching - Let G2 be the graph in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 4. Finite branching. 
:--_ 
b-1 b-2 b-3 
Fig. 5. Not finite branching. 
In the following lemma we use Spec(G) with an obvious abuse of notation. 
Lemma 17. Spec(G1) and Spec(G2) are linearly ordered by < and their order types 
are o $1 CE w* and 1 @ CO*, respectively, where @ stands for the linear sum and co* 
stands for CJJ in the reverse order. 
Proof. 
(1) Let al be the root of Gi and let al,a2,. . . ,a,. . . be the elements of the descending 
chain of -+; moreover, let b_l,b_2,. . ., b_, . . . be the elements of the descending 
chain of +--. 
(2) 
In order to make the argument more perspicuous, we describe the elements of 
Spec(G1) by words on the alphabet {r,d}, where ‘r’ stands for ‘right’ and ‘d’ 
stands for ‘down’. Then 
l the language r* represents all finite reductions starting from the root al to some 
l rw represents the infinite reduction al -+ a2 -+ . . . ; 
l the language r*d represents all finite reductions starting from the root al to 
some b_, via a,,. 
These reductions (which include the empty one) are all the elements of Spec(G1). 
Then the stated order type follows since for every n, m, with m > n 2 0: 
l r”+P+P, 
l r”d F r”d. 
Moreover, for arbitrary h and k, rhd + rk, where k is possibly also CO. 
Let a be the root of G2 and let b-1, b-2, . . . , b_, be the elements of the descending 
chain of +. Let fi_, be the class of D-, : a -+ b-,. The equivalence classes of 
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Fig. 6. Spec(IffI(Az.1)). 
these reductions (together with the empty one) are all the elements of Spec(G2). 
Then the stated order type follows since for every n, m, with m > n > 0, D_, + D_, 
holds. Cl 
Theorem 18. Let d be an ARS an let a E A be given. Let Spec(a) be linear. Then 
Spec(a) is well-founded if and only if Go(a) contains no subgraph homeomorphic to 
GI or Gz. 
Proof. We prove the non-trivial direction of the implication. So let Spec(a) be linear 
and not well-founded. We claim that there exists an infinite descending chain C : b-1 + 
b-2 + . . of elements of G(a). Let D-1 + D-2 t .. be a descending chain of 
reductions. Choose b-1 E D-1 such that b-1 reduces to no element of D-2, choose 
b-2 E D-2 such that b-2 reduces to no element of D-3 and so on. Now, let Db_,, 
Db_* be reductions from a to b-1, b-2 respectively. Since Spec(a) is linear, it follows 
that Db_z +Db_, , the other direction being impossible because of the choice of b-1. 
It follows that b-2 reduces to b-1. More generally, we obtain that b_(,,+l) reduces to 
b-,, and the claim is proved. 
Now, two cases are possible. 
(1) There are infinitely many disjoint reductions from some node a’ to elements of C. 
Then a subgraph homeomorphic to G2 is immediately obtained. 
(2) The previous case does not occur. Hence, starting from the root a, a reduct a2 of 
a must exist such that infinitely many elements of C can be reached from it. Since 
this cannot be done by disjoint reductions, a reduct a3 of a2 must again exist such 
that infinitely many elements of C can be reached from it. So we obtain a chain 
C’ : a 4 a2 4 . . . with each node of C’ such that infinitely many elements of C 
can be reached from it. Then a subgraph homeomorphic to Gi is easily obtained 
as follows: choose first a reduction DI : a -+* b-1 and then, iteratively, choose a 
reduction Di : ai +* b-j,, where b-j, is such that ji > ji-t. Finally, transform the 
arcs of G, into the corresponding reductions by adding nodes of degree two. Cl 
We exemplify the theorem with a lambda term whose spectrum is linearly ordered 
and not well-founded. The reader will recognize Gi inside the reduction graph in Fig. 6 
of Spec(HH(Az.1)) with H = kxy. y( yLxxy). 
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3.3. Well-ordered spectra 
Since well-ordered spectra represent ordinals, the following general question naturally 
arises: which ordinals are representable by the spectra of ARS? 
A related question can be asked when constructive ARS are considered, e.g. an ARS 
generated by a Term Rewriting System. This second aspect has the specific interest 
in getting information about (classes of) constructive ordinals. Let us mention the 
open problem concerning which ordinals are representable by spectra of I/?K-calculus 
[lS, 8391. 
Now we address the first question. In the next Section we mention some partial results 
concerning the second one. 
Lemma 19. Let Spec(a) be a well-ordered spectrum of an arbitrary ARS d = 
(A, + ). Let Spec(a) = c( and let j?<u. Then there exists an ARS g= (B,+), with 
B CA and +B the restriction of -‘A, such that Spec(a) = /? + 1 in g. 
Proof. Let 5)~ be the element of Spec(a) corresponding to p and let Dg be a represen- 
tative. Take 8 as the set of all elements b in G(a) such that b +* c for some c E Dg. 
It is enough to notice that all equivalence classes of Spec(a) in JZ? to d, included, are 
in Spec(a) (with Spec(a) considered in B). 0 
Theorem 20 (Ordinals). 
(1) Every well-ordered spectrum of a countable ARS represents a countable successor 
ordinal. 
(2) Every countable successor ordinal can be represented as the spectrum of a jinite 
branching ARS, 
Proof. 
(1) Let Spec(a) be a well-ordered spectrum of an arbitrary ARS. We show that its 
order type is a countable successor ordinal a. Since Spec(a) is well ordered, 
G(a) turns out to be Church-Rosser because of comparability of reductions. By 
Proposition 14 it follows that CI must be a successor ordinal, so we have just to 
prove that a is countable. By contradiction, assume that c1 is the minimum uncount- 
able ordinal of some spectrum Spec(a) of some ARS d. Without loss of gener- 
ality, we may assume that G(a) is without cycles, for otherwise we can replace 
G(a) with the condensed graph Go(a) getting the same spectrum, by Corollary 2. 
Spec(a) must have a maximum element &-,,, by Proposition 14. 
0 Let d,,, have a finite representative D,, and let amax be the last element of 
D max. Observe that any other representative of &, must have amax as its last 
element (otherwise we obtain cycles). Consider the ARS &’ obtained from d 
by eliminating amax and by restricting the reduction relation accordingly. It is 
easy to see that a is still an element of JZZ” and that Spec(a) is still well-ordered. 
So let /I be the order type of Spec(a) in ~8. Then we must have c1= /I + 1. 
Hence /I has to be uncountable, contradicting the minimality of 01. 
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a Let L&,x have infinite representatives only. Let Dmax be a representative of the 
form at + u2 -+ . ‘. 
Let d be any element of the spectrum different from &,. We claim that, for 
_ _ 
some n, D 4 D,,,,, where l&,,,, is the equivalence class of at --) a2 + . . . -+ 
a,,. The claim easily follows observing that if, for every n, fim,,,, < L? then 
&,, < fi,, which is impossible. It follows that S’ec(a) \ Bm,, is the countable 
union of classes C, = {ij : b +b ,,,,}, then some C, must be uncountable, 
say when n = IZO. Now, consider the subgraph G(a,,) of G(a) restricted to the 
elements b such that b reduces to +,, and let J& be the corresponding ARS. 
It follows that Spec(a) in this restricted ARS is still well-ordered with an un- 
countable order type fl<a. This again contradicts the minimality of a. 
(2) We have to show that every countable successor ordinal a is the order type of 
some Spec(a) with a an element of some finite branching ARS &‘. Let p be the 
family of ordinals which can be so represented. Clearly, the ordinal number 1 is in 
5r since it corresponds to a one point ARS with the empty reduction relation. To 
prove our claim, we show that g is closed under successor and under successor 
of countable sup. 
l Let a be an element of some finite branching ARS d, such that Spec(a)= a. 
Extend & with a new element b, and set a’ + b for every a’ such that a 
reduces to a’. The new ARS is still finite branching. Moreover Spec(a) is still 
well-ordered and Spec(a) = a + 1. 
l Let a countable increasing sequence S of countable ordinals {ao, al,. . .} be 
given. Assume that there exists a sequence Si = {as, at,. . .} where each a, is 
an element of some finite branching ARS A,, and Spec(a,) = a,,. We may of 
course assume that the A, are pairwise disjoint. Define a new ARS ~4, putting 
A = U, G(a,), and setting aI, + a,+1 for every a; E G(a,). It is easy to see 
that &’ is still finite branching and that Spec(ao) is still well-ordered in &‘, 
with Spec(ao)>Sup(a,) + 1. Now in case Spec(ao)> Sup(a,) + 1 we can use 
Lemma 19. 0 
Remark 21. If the finite branching property is not required, a more direct proof of 
item 2 of the just stated Proposition can be given as follows. 
First observe that a countable ordinal a> 0 can be considered as an ARS by setting 
p --) y if /3 < y. Then in the ARS a, Spec(0) is well-ordered and represents a + 1 by 
the following argument. 
l Two finite reductions ending with the same ordinal are identified; two infinite re- 
ductions with the same sup are identified. Map every finite reduction ending in an 
ordinal /3: 
to p if fi is finite; 
to /I + 1 otherwise. 
l Map every infinite reduction to its sup. 
Such a mapping is well defined with respect to the equivalence relation between 
reductions. 
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Fig. 8. Transformation 2. 
Remark 22. For what concerns the finite branching property in 
Remark 2 1, one referee suggested the following interesting facts: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
for every ARS, the finite branching (as well as the finite branching for +-) can 
be obtained preserving the spectrum, at the cost of introducing cycles, by the 
transformation displayed in Fig. 7. 
In the well-ordered case, the transformation displayed in Fig. 8 keeps the spectrum 
well-ordered, at the cost of possibly increasing the order type, but then Lemma 19 
can be applied; 
Moreover in Remark 21 one does not actually need all reductions p -+ y, with 
b < y: in fact, since a is infinite countable, there is a bijection $ : w 4 CI and so, 
for every p E ~1, one can define 
l iffi+lEathena+fi+l. 
l for every m < I+-'@) such that /I -C $(m) define /I -+ t&m). 
The ordinal c( within such a reduction relation gets a finite branching ARS with 
Spec(0) = CI + 1. The key point in the construction is that if y <p < a then y -+* /I 
via y +* y + n +* /I for some n that must exist since I,-‘@)>I,-‘(y’) just for a 
finite number of y’. 
the just stated 
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Remark 23. We observe that, for an arbitrary ARS, Spec(a) is in general not countable 
(see for instance Theorem 5.9 in [18]). The fact that Spec(a) is always countable is a 
particular property of well-ordered spectra. 
We now address a more constructive issue. 
From [12] we recall the notion of increasing ARS, a notion which implies well- 
foundedness (and moreover is a consequence of well-foundedness plus finite branching 
of -). 
Definition 24. An ARS is increasing iff there is a map 1 I: d -+ N such that for all 
a,bEA, a-tb implies jal<lbj. 
Proposition 25. Let Spec(a) be a well-ordered spectrum of an increasing ARS. Then 
the order type of Spec(a) is bounded by o + 1. 
Proof. Spec(a) being well-ordered, a L&, must exist by Proposition 14: let D,,, E 
&lax. Suppose, by contradiction, that the order type of Spec(a) is greater than o + 1. * 1 
Then an infinite reduction D : bl + b2 -+ . . . must exist such that D 4 D,,, otherwise 
all reductions, except at most D,,,, are finite and, because of the well-ordering hy- 
pothesis, the order type is not greater than o + 1. 
Now let D,,,, : al + a2 -+ . .. + a, be the initial segment of D,, of length n. That 
fi + 6n,, n for some n must hold. Then every bi reduces to a,, and so Ibil < (a,\ 
for every i. This is a contradiction since, by the choice of D, there are infinitely 
many bi. 0 
4. Ordinals representable by lambda terms 
Here we address the question of which ordinals are representable by lambda terms. 
We assume acquaintance with L-calculus (see [2]). Moreover, we assume acquaintance 
with basic results on the theory of ordinals; all the needed notions can be found in 
[ 151. Obviously, all finite ordinals greater than zero are representable; so we consider 
infinite ordinals only. Moreover, observe that, by Proposition 25, the I/31-calculus gives 
rise to ordinals bounded by o + 1. So we will consider the full QK-calculus. We start 
with some examples of spectra representing ordinals. The first of them is in [ 181. We 
make use of the known combinators K= Ixy.x, Ir Ix.x, 0~ Ixy. y, 03 G LLLXX, 
s23 ZE 03co3. 
Example 26. ( 1) Spec((kx.I)~~~3~3) has order type 0.2 + 1 whose graph represen- 
tation is in Fig. 9: 
(2) Spec(HH0) with HEE ~xyz.z(y(yIw303)~y) has order type CD* + 1 (see 
Fig. 10). 
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Fig. 9. w.2+ 1. 
0 1 2 3 4 a, 
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Fig. 10. co* + 1. 
Now we give some general representation results. We recall that ordinals we are 
dealing with are all infinite and consequently ordinal functions F are interesting only 
on infinite ordinals. So from now on ‘ordinal’ stands for ‘infinite ordinal’ and ordinal 
function F stands for F: On\o + On \ w, where On \ w is the class of all infinite 
ordinals. 
To motivate the next definition, we stress that in a term having a well-ordered 
spectrum, redexes must always be in a ‘hierarchical structure’. This means that, in 
every pair of redexes, one of them, once reduced, reaches a node of the reduction 
graph ‘lower’ than the node reached by the other. The need of obtaining terms with 
such a structure motivates the use of the normal forms below. 
Definition 27. Let CI be an ordinal and JV be the set of all closed normal forms N 
with N E ly. yNt . . . Nk for some Nt . . .N, where k>O and y may occur in Nr,...,Nk. 
We say that CC is nf-representable by N, (also N, represents a) if N, E A” and 
Spec(N,O) has order type M. 
Definition 28. Let F be an ordinal function. 
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We say that F is normal form representable (nf-representable for short) if there 
exists a closed term F_ such that 
l E is in the normal form; 
l for every nf-representable ordinal a and for every normal form N,, representing M, 
EN, one step reduces to a normal form representing F(a). 
Lemma 29. The successor function F(a) = CI + 1 is nf-representable by F_ = Azy. y 
(YLY). 
Proof. In fact, EN, one step reduces to 1~. y(yIN,y). We claim that Ay. y(yIN,y) is 
a normal form representing tl + 1. Indeed (1~. y( yIN,y))O + O(OIN,O) -+ O((nz.z) 
N,O) 4 O(N,O). So its spectrum has order type 4 + a + 1 = CI + 1, CI being infinite. 
In fact, for every term A4, if Spec(M) has order type U, for some ordinal CI, then 
Spec(OM) has order type c( + 1. To see this, observe that all reductions D starting 
from OM are as follows: 
l D:Oik+OA4~+~~~--+OA4,+~~~ with D’:M-+M, --+...+A&+... is a finite 
(possibly of length 0) or infinite reduction sequence from M. 
l D:OM--tOM,~...~OM,~IwithD’:MjM1~...~M,isafinitereduction 
sequence from M. 
All reductions in the second item are strictly greater than the ones in the first item; 
moreover, they are in the same equivalence class, which therefore is the maximum 
element of the spectrum of OM. On the other hand, the equivalence classes generated 
by the reductions in the first item, give rise to an ordered set isomorphic to the spectrum 
OfM. 0 
Lemma 30. Let /? be fixed and nf-representable by Na. Then the function F(u) = /I+a 
is nf-representable by F_ = Azy. y( yIN~y)(luux.x(vu))yz. 
Proof. In fact, EN, reduces after one step to T E Ay. y( yIN~y)(,Iuux.x(vu))yN,. We 
claim that T is a normal form representing /I + CC Indeed, Spec(T0) is, roughly 
speaking, isomorphic to a copy of /I followed by a copy of a. 0 
Lemma 31. The function F(cr) = ~1. o + 1 is nf-representable. 
Proof. Let H s ~xyz.z(y(yIwy)xxy) where variable w is free. Take F_ z Awy. yIHHy. 
Let H, stand for H[N,/w]. Notice that EN,0 reduces to H,H,O. Now H,EI,O reduces 
to ~~z.z(O(OIN,O)H~H~O). The internal redex gives rise, roughly speaking, to a copy 
of CC Once such a redex is erased, a more nested occurrence of H,H,O is obtained and 
so on. Thus, o disjoint copies of c( are obtained and, taking into account the cofinal 
reductions, we get u . w + 1. 0 
Definition 32. Let F be an ordinal function. We define FW as follows: F”(a) = 
supn<JC;=o F’(a)). 
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Proposition 33. Let F be an @representable ordinal function. Then G(a) = FW(a)+ 1 
is nf-representable. 
Proof. We need to represent the iterations of F. Let E be a normal form repre- 
senting F. By the notation F_[w] we display the context of the fresh variable w in 
the term obtained by reducing Ew. By our nf-representability hypothesis in Defini- 
tion 28, if N, is a normal form representing a then F_[N,/w] represents F(a). Let 
P E 1wz.z(F[w]). Consider the term Q E Izuwy. yIuwMzuwy with M E 1xix2x3x4x~z. 
z(x5 65~4% b2~2~3xIx5 h 
A 
Let G - Awy. yIQQFwy. Then QN,O +* QQ@NEO. By the definition of p’, we ob- 
tain M~[Na/w]Q~NEO. By the definition of M, we obtain nz.z(O(OIN,O)QQ~(F_ 
Wdwl PI. 
The internal redex gives rise, roughly speaking, to a copy of a. Once such a re- 
dex is erased, a nested occurrence of QQp(E[NJw])O is obtained. By further reduc- 
ing, F_[N,/w] takes the place of N,, so we obtain ~z.z(O(OI(~[N,/w])O)QQ~(F_[F_ 
[NJw]/w])O). By continuing, we get all finite sums a + F(a) + F2(a) + . . . + F”(a). 
At the limit (and also considering the cofinal reductions), we get FW(a) + 1. 0 
The proof of the previous proposition makes use of techniques introduced in [4]. 
Recall (see [ 15, Definition 15.41) that an ordinal number M is said to be a y-number 
if p + a = a for every 8 <a. Recall also that each a# is a y-number. 
Theorem 34. The ordinal w”’ + 1 is nf-representable. 
Proof. Let ~13 o. By Lemma 3 1, F(a) = a . w + 1 is nf-representable. By Proposition 
33, G(a) = FO(a) + 1 is nf-representable. 
Now let cxo = o + 1. Then by iteration of F we have 
G(ao)=s;p (p(ao)) + 1. 
Observe that Fnfl (a0 ) = w”+~ + 1. In fact, by induction with respect to n, (oY+l + 1) ’ 
Co = sup,( o”+ l + 1). m=sup,((o”+’ + 1) + ... + (w”+i + l)m-times)=sup,(w”+’ . 
m + 1) = CJJ”+~. Therefore, cb, F’(ao) = o_P+l + 1, since every w” is a y-number. It 
follows that G(ao) = w” + 1. 0 
By Proposition 33 we have shown how to perform the transformation from F to 
FW + 1. So, starting from F(a) = a . w + 1, we obtain F”(a) + 1 = G(a) = a. cow + 1. 
NowGW(a)+l=H(a)=a~oWZ+1.ByafurtherstepwegetHW(a)+l=a~oW3+l. 
Such an iterative process is dominated by the ordinal mow. 
To get such an ordinal we must iterate the transformation F + FW + 1. Call @ such 
a transformation. We observe that @ transforms ordinal functions into (faster growing) 
ordinal functions, so the order type of @ is: (On+ On) -+ (On + On). As just noticed, 
a finite number of iterations of @ are not enough to get I#“*. This means that we need 
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Qw. In fact, once Qw is available and F is as just stated, i.e. F(a) = a . co+ 1, we obtain 
(PF)(cc) = CI . oww + 1. This relies on the fact, intuitive for now, that P”F = FWw .
To make the giant step to ~0, we need to consider all higher-order fimctionals of 
finite type on On as well as all transfinite iterations, below ~0, of ordinal functions. To 
this aim, we proceed as follows: 
l in Section 4.1 we put all the required mathematical definitions; 
l in Section 4.2 we show how to represent all the functionals we have introduced by 
suitable l-terms. 
4.1. Higher-order jiunctionals on ordinals 
We need to define F’I, with o! a countable transfinite ordinal. We distinguish between 
the following two aspects. 
(1) From an abstract mathematical point of view, we use transfinite recursion [ 15, 
Theorem 13.61. In particular, when the recursion is done w.r.t. a limit ordinal a, 
it is to be shown that whatever sequence to CI will do. It is easy to check that 
this is the case for our definitions. 
(2) From a constructive point of view, we stress that all notions we are going to 
introduce have an effective character. This can be seen for instance by using the 
following notation system in [16] (see also [lo]), to reach limit ordinals. 
Definition 35. Each limit ordinal y < EO can be written in the Cantor normal form (see 
e.g. [15]) as 
with y>ba>pi 2 . . . > flk >O. A fundamental sequence y[n] for y is 
(1) y[n] = UP0 + mpl + . . . + c@-l + oBk-’ + n if bk is a successor ordinal; 
(2) y[n] = o.fO + wBI + . . . + c&I + aFnl if bk is a limit ordinal. 
Another proof of the effectiveness of our constructions is given in the next subsection, 
where we show their lambda-representability. 
Definition 36. Let F : On + On be such that F(a) 2 CI for every a. Let y < ~0. We put 
l F’(cr)=a, 
l FY+‘@) = F(FY(a)), 
l F?(a) = sup,(FY[“l(a)) for y a limit ordinal and y[m] a fundamental sequence for y. 
Now we turn to higher-order fimctionals on ordinals. 
Definition 37 (Higher-order ordinal domains). TO = On, T,+I = zn + z,, for every n 2 0. 
Remark 38. Notice that every r,,, n > 0, is a cpo once ordered componentwise. More- 
over, for every n > 0, we call an element F E z, progressive if for every f E T,_I , 
F(f)sf. 
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Observe that every r, restricted to its progressive elements is still a cpo. From 
now on we restrict ourselves to progressive functions and jiinctionals, if not otherwise 
stated. 
Let F be a functional in r,, n 22. We define the exponentiation of F to an ordinal 
y <so in a way analogous to that in Definition 36. 
Definition 39. Let FE z,, with n 22. Let y < so. We put 
l F’(f)=f, 
l FY+l(f)=F(FY(f)), 
l FY( f) = sup,(FY[“l( f)) for y a limit ordinal, with y[m] a fundamental sequence for 
y, and where the sup is within r,-1 as a cpo. 
Now we define inside each r,, with n > 1, a particular kind of fimctionals, namely 
iterators, with the notation Qn, which iterate their arguments w times. This makes 
sense when arguments are functions only, i.e. for n > 1. 
Definition 40. For each f E z,-1 :Q),(f) = f", with f” = sup, f m. 
We write functionally Qn f for @,( f ). 
Proposition 41. For every y < ~0, @if = f w'. 
Proof. By transfinite induction: 
l @;f =f=fUO, 
. @f'f=@,fd =fd.W+o~+', 
0 for a limit y:@l;f =sup,(@~[“lf)=sup,(fWY’ml)= f"'. 0 
Also by transfinite induction we can prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 42. For every CI, /3 -CEO, CD,” o @t = @EfB, where o stands for composition. 
Now we construct a sequence of functions in rt starting from a function FI such 
that F,(cl)>a for every CI, by defining 
Proposition 43. F,+l = F;““, i.e. F, exponentiated to w.‘~ where the exponent is taken 
n times. 
Proof. Using Proposition 41 several times, we obtain 
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If we start from Ft, with Ft (CC) = ~1. co, as previously done, we obtain F,+,(a) = 
w 
c(. ow.’ where the exponent is taken n times. We call 
&I = {K}~EN (1) 
the sequence of the so defined functions. 
4.2. Lambda-terms for higher-order functionals on ordinals 
Now we define a sequence of terms 2, which nf-represent functionals @,, in the 
sense we are going to make precise. 
Definition 44 (Terms representing finctionals). Let: 
l C& = Ix~x,,JJ. yIQt Qtxtxsy where Ql = Auxlx~y. yIxtxoA41 wcoxtxy and A41 = ~XUXI 
xoYz.z(Y(Y~oY)~~lY). 
l for n >2,@_+, = Ax,x,_t . . ~xtx~y.yIQ,Q~x,x,-I . . .xlxoy where Qn = ~LW,-I 
. . ~x,x~y.yIx,x,_1Mnux”x,-1 . . .XlXOY and A& z ~xux,,x,_~x,_2~~ .xtxoyz.z(y(yI 
x,-1X,-21’ . . xtIXoIy)uU.X,xX,-2 . * .x,xoy). 
We define moreover: 
&+t = /?x,z, .zn(AXn_tzn_t .z,_t(. . ~(n,zl.z~(lllozo.~O(~~+~[X,/Xn,X,-1/~,-I,...,~1/~l~ A 
X0/x0]))) . . .)) and, for a term E representing an ordinal function, we define F = &zo.zo 
@[~o/~ol). 
To help reading the previous terms, we notice that for every i, variable Xi, also 
when renamed as Xi, ranges over terms representing elements of the domain ri. Now we 
define the term F_, which nf-represents the nth element F, of the sequence S, defined in 
Eq. (1) above. More precisely, we represent F,(u)+ 1, because of the cofinal reductions. 
Definition 45. Let Et be the term representing a. w + 1. We put F_,+t =$n+, &,, . . 
L L 
@2F1. 
Proposition 46. E, nf-represents the function F,(M) + 1. 
Proof. We simply sketch the proof. First we explain the role of the transformation &),, 
which is needed to allow 2, to be applied to its arguments without giving rise to a 
redex until 0 takes the heading position. The trick consists of ‘enveloping’ @_ into 
n + 1 nested 1-tuples. Terms are structured in such a way that when &,_I substitutes 
X,-l in &,, it remains duly enveloped into n nested 1-tuples. So in the sequel, when 
we write &[&,_t /&,_ t ] we mean not only that the substitution has been performed 
but also that the enveloping has been reduced by 1. 
The reduction flow is roughly the following: clearly C& represents the iteration of 
whatever nf-representable function. For n > 2, @_ applied to its arguments &,_I,. . . , 
c&p,, N,, 0, gives rise to a redex of the form 
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Now observe that: 
l The internal redex corresponds to the basis step in the iteration of s_ 1. 
l If this internal redex is skipped by 0, the term Qn_1Qn_l~,n_1(4_1[~‘n_-2/~,_2]) 
. . .p,N,O is obtained where &n-i[&)n-&,-2] has taken the place of &,,_z. 
By continuing the iteration, at the successive step the place of &n-z is taken by 
&),-I[&,-, [&)n_&_#Z~_~]. This means that @_ iterates composition of &_i. 0 
Theorem 47. All successor ordinals less than EO are nf-representable. 
Proof. Observe first that representability of composition of functionals is not a prob- 
lem. Then, by transfinite induction, by using the Cantor normal form, Propositions 41 
and 42, it is possible to prove that for every Y<EO and for every n there is a term rep- 
resenting @J:. From this result and the other representability results the theorem follows 
easily. 0 
4.2.1. Towards EO + 1 
We have shown that the ordinals o+ 1, cow + 1, 09’~ + 1,. . . are all nf-representable. It 
is clear from the methods used above that the (successor of the) limit can be obtained 
once the corresponding sequence of normal forms can be generated in a uniform way, 
that is by a specified term, in such a way that the spectrum of the resulting terms turns 
out to be well-ordered. The lack of uniformity in the normal forms which have been 
actually set up, makes this task dramatically laborious, if it can be performed at all. 
So we leave the problem of linearly representing the ordinal EO + 1 open, though we 
believe that it is also nf-representable. 
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